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Subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) is preferred multiplexing approach for its simplicity and cost effectiveness
in optical broadband transmission. In this work four basic SCM based intensity modulation direct
detection (IM-DD) systems models have been devised to investigate laser source induced noise
mechanisms. These system models reveal unique spectral behavioural characteristics associated to
harmonic distortion (HD), inter-modulation distortion (IMD), clipping and random intensity noise (RIN)
mechanisms. Response of clipping and RIN mechanisms to changes in system operational and laser
design parameters show a direct dependence of clipping spillover on modulation current and an
insensitivity of the RIN spectrum to changes in carrier amplitude. High bias currents are shown to reduce
negative inﬂuence of clipping and RIN peak power while shifting RIN peak above subcarrier operating
range of frequencies but increases RIN spectrum width. Low laser quantum efﬁciency is observed to favor
clipping and RIN induced distortion while RIN peak position is insensitive to laser quantum efﬁciency.
With active layer volume there will exists a tradeoff between clipping spillover and RIN peak power on
one hand and RIN peak position and RIN spectral width on the other hand. High laser carrier lifetime will
favor clipping spillover reduction. All the results so obtained can be exploited for identifying a suitable
laser design in a suitable system model for achieving better system performance for the SCM based IMDD systems.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Optical ﬁber has become a transmission medium of choice as it
offers virtually unlimited and an unregulated bandwidth to the end
users, yet its potential bandwidth remains poorly exploited. The
high bandwidth and low attenuation feature of this transmission
medium makes it suitable for high capacity backbone networks
[1,2]. Subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) is a preferred multiplexing
technique used to tap the enormous bandwidth of an optical ﬁber
efﬁciently because of its simplicity, versatility and cost effectiveness
in broadband delivery to the end users. It uses microwave devices
like the RF oscillators which are much more mature, readily
available, and highly stable and sensitive in comparison to their
optical counterparts and allows allocation of closely spaced channels over several GHz on the optical spectrum [2–4]. SCM has many
variants ranging from its use in non-ﬁber all radio frequency (RF)
communication to its convergence into optical domain as in radio
over ﬁber (RoF) [5–8]. This system integrates the complementary
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transmission media of radio and light waves. It facilitates easy
access and high mobility over the large bandwidth of the optical
medium. The detected RF subcarriers can be distributed to home
subscribers or radiated to mobile terminals or ﬁxed terminals like in
cellular communication networks. Another typical application of
SCM technology in ﬁber optic system is analogue cable television
(CATV) distribution over a hybrid ﬁber-coaxial network (HFC)
advancing from simple one-way broadcasts to two-way simultaneous analogue and digital broadband service delivery [3,4,9,10].
In an SCM based intensity modulation-direct detection (IM-DD)
system, direct modulation of a laser is much simpler and economical
solution than implementing external modulation [9]. External modulators ensure better performance but at the cost of insertion loss
penalty [11]. However the most serious disadvantage of direct
modulation technique are limited bandwidth (about 10 GHz) and
limited SNR by high chirp and inherent laser nonlinearities namely
inter-modulation distortion (IMD) and random intensity noise (RIN)
[6,8,9]. Clipping is one of the factors that affect the carrier to noise
ratio (CNR) and system performance besides IMD [4,9,11,]. The
consequence of operation of lasers near its threshold results in IMD
[3] as well as clipping induced degradation. Laser non-linearity and
large optical modulation depth results in unacceptable levels of IMD
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[12,13]. In case of the SCM based multi-carrier systems clipping is a
major limiting factor due to the wide signal variations of the
multiplexed signals and also limits the number of simultaneously
active users [14]. The allowed modulation depths is limited by
clipping in SCM based CATV systems in which care has been taken
to eliminate lasers sub-linearity [9,15]. Linearity, RIN and modulation
efﬁciency are important laser characteristics for analogue links that
limit the dynamic range, gain and noise ﬁgures of ﬁbre optical link [5].
The constraints imposed by noise and nonlinearities have to be
understood for an appropriate solution for these systems.
In this work carriers are fed to SCM based IM-DD system to
investigate its laser source as a noise contributor of RIN due to its
non-ideal behaviour and clipping noise due to its operation near
its speciﬁed threshold current value. In this work four basic
models have been devised for studying the spectral behavioural
characteristics of clipping and RIN noise mechanisms and their
impact on HD and IMD and to observe the inﬂuence of each of
these laser originating impairments on the detected spectrum
individually. Their response to key system operational and design
parameters has been investigated to identify possible corrective
measures for reasonable suppression of these mechanisms.
In Section 2 several aspects of RIN and clipping noise mechanisms
in an SCM based IM-DD environment and the various solutions
implemented for performance improvement have been discussed.
Section 3 gives the description of a single-and two-tone SCM
based IM-DD system designed using a laser rate equation component as a directly modulated laser source. Four system models will
be identiﬁed thereby to carry out the investigations. The results
and discussion are highlighted in Section 4 while the conclusion
and future scope is presented in Section 5.
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45 to 55 dB. Comparatively both FM and digital video require a lesser
CNR of 20 dB for the acceptable picture quality [5,9].
It has been shown [9,16] that the total carrier to interference
ratio (CIR) resulting from clipping is given by
CIR ¼

ð2π Þ1=2 ð1 þ 6μ2 Þexpðμ2 =2Þ

μ3

ð1Þ

where μ ¼ m (N/2)1/2 and N is the number of SCM channels and m
is modulation index per channel forming a basis for investigation
of carrier-to-interference ratio as a function of modulation index
per channel (m) for AM-VSB systems. It is observed that CNR is
limited by quantum limit(shot noise only) for small m and by
clipping for large m [9]. Similarly clipping induced distortion
causes degradation in case of short trunk AM-VSB/M-QAM light
wave system when the laser is driven below composite AM/QAM
signal resulting in clipping modulated waveforms [10]. Clipping
also causes signiﬁcant spectral leak into adjacent channels and
ﬁltering has been proposed to reduce the adjacent channel
interference but this causes peak re-growth [5]. Another solution
proposed is that of pre-clipping an analogue signal before modulation by limiter [10].
Random intensity noise (RIN) also originates at the laser source
and is generated by spontaneous emission or caused by coherency
within the laser even in the absence of current modulation. The
source RIN contribution to the noise current at the detector is
expressed as [16]
〈IRIN〉 ¼ I 2  RIN  B

ð2Þ

where I is the photo current, RIN noise power spectral density is
deﬁned as the ratio of mean square of intensity ﬂuctuation δp to
the square of mean intensity P given by
〈δP 〉
2

RIN ¼
2. Non-ideal laser diode behaviour
The most serious problem in SCM systems is the source nonlinearity [2,5,14,15] where lasing power changes non-linearly with
injection current. This non-ideal laser diode behaviour is attributed to carrier heating effects [15] and the interaction of electrons
and photons during stimulated recombination process [11,12].
Resulting noise and distortion mechanisms attain their peak at
the laser resonant frequency [3,5,12]. In broadcast environment
when current modulation of a nonlinear laser source contains
several sub-frequencies there will be mixing between different
subcarriers producing IMD in addition to their harmonics due to
HD [3,5,7]. The laser source is also a noise contributor of RIN due
to its non-ideal behaviour and clipping noise due to its operation
near its speciﬁed threshold current value [5,6,16].
Even if laser light versus current characteristics are made
perfectly linear and resonant frequency extended to inﬁnity, yet
the allowed modulation depths is limited by clipping if laser is
driven (biased) near or below threshold current value. Clipping
occurs when the total modulation currents drop into the nonconducting region of the laser and limits the peak performance in
BER [14].
System performance degradation due to laser nonlinear behaviour is more severe in an analogue than in digital modulation
applications while inﬂuence of clipping is more apparent in AM-VSB
in systems where the laser L–I characteristics are made perfectly
linear and the resonance distortion (RD) is eliminated [9]. In the
subcarrier transmission of multichannel AM-VSB signals in video
distribution system, limitations are imposed by the laser nonlinearity
and noise and strict linearity requirements arise from the NTSC
standard video format used. Although AM-VSB system minimize the
required bandwidth on one hand, however in exchange to avoid the
degradation in the picture quality the required CNR must be between

P2

ð3Þ

In SM operations RIN is almost constant at lower RF frequencies
where as it peaks at resonance [4,16]. RIN can increase by 10 to
20 dB in the presence of back reﬂected signals. This demands the
use of low feedback connectors or optical isolators to minimize
RIN [4]. The SCM systems, which use robust modulation format
like FM or digital systems and where detected photocurrent at
receiver are small, are less susceptible to impairments from RIN.
For any type of system RIN of  102 dB/Hz is unacceptable. Good
diode lasers have RIN of 160 dB/Hz or better [9]. Feed forward
technique to suppress IMD also help in reducing laser intensity
noise, but suffers from techno-economical drawback, higher cost
and higher complexity [13]. Higher output power gives low RIN
[16] and impact of RIN can be reduced by using laser sources with
smaller line widths [6].
Better performance can be made possible by way of selecting
appropriate operational frequencies. Since noise and distortion
mechanisms attain their peak at the laser resonant frequency [4,5]
thus the usable bandwidth of SCM systems should be favourably
limited to low frequencies [5] where high linearity is achievable
[9] and where mature, readily available and relatively inexpensive
electronic fabrication is possible. Low frequencies however are
dominated by adverse inﬂuence of increased heating effect [3,15].
To increase the usable bandwidth, the resonant frequency can be
shifted to higher frequencies well above subcarrier frequencies by
allowing sufﬁciently large bias current values through the laser
diode [17].
3. Simulation setup of basic IM-DD SCM system
A back to back arrangement of a basic IM-DD SCM system was
designed based on the laser rate equation component [18,19] of
the simulator [20] as shown in Fig. 1(a) followed by an illustration
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of the simulation ﬂowchart as shown in Fig. 1(b). The laser rate
equation component has been used to simulate the modulation
dynamics of a laser which has been intensity modulated by
carriers f1 and f2 equal to 500 and 525 MHz, respectively. At the
receiver the received optical signal is detected by a PIN detector.
The RF spectral analyzer is used to observe the RF spectrum of the
detected signal. The electrical carrier analyzer is used to measure
the power of the clipping and RIN induced distortion components.
The distortion is observable in the detected signal on the CRO
display. These investigations enable to identify the most inﬂuencing signal, operational and device parameters which can be
exploited to effectively suppress these mechanisms. Four basic

TUNED

(f1, f2)

system models namely clipping disabled-RIN disabled (CD-RD),
clipping enabled–RIN disabled (CE-RD), clipping disabled-RIN
enabled (CD-RE) and a clipping enabled–RIN enabled (CE-RE) have
been devised using the basic IM-DD system of Fig. 1(a) with laser
power equal to 0 dBm. The threshold current Ith is equal 33.46 mA
and threshold power is equal to 0.028 mW unless otherwise
speciﬁed. To realize these system models the parameters listed
in the following Table 1(a)–(d) are used.
The clipping enabled–RIN disabled and clipping enabled–RIN
enabled IM-DD models have been realized by operating a laser
source at low bias current so that product of carrier amplitude A
and Ipk is greater than difference of Ibias and Ith where the RIN in

TUNED

(f1, f2)

TUNED

(IMPs)

ANALYZER

Fig. 1. (a) Basic simulation setup of a typical single-tone and a two-tone IM-DD SCM system having single-tone (f1) transmitter/single-tone (HD) receiver/two-tone (f1, f2) SCM
transmitter/two-tone (HD AND IMP) receiver; (b) simulation ﬂowchart based on Laser rate equation component as the active laser source to realize IM-DD SCM system models.
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laser is disabled in the former and is enabled in the later. Similarly
when laser is operated with high bias current so that the product
of A and Ipk is less than the difference between Ibias and Ith and RIN
in laser is enabled or disabled then the models so devised are
Clipping Disabled-RIN Enabled and Clipping Disabled-RIN Disabled system model, respectively.
The laser rate equation component used in the simulation is
based on single mode formulation of carrier density rate equation
and the photon density rate equation [18,19] given by Eqs. (4a) and
(4b), respectively.
dNðtÞ IðtÞ NðtÞ
½NðtÞ  N t 
¼

SðtÞ
þ g0
dt
qV
½1 þ εSðtÞ
τn

ð4aÞ

dSðtÞ
NðtÞ SðtÞ
½NðtÞ  N t 
¼ Γβ
SðtÞ

þ Γ g0
dt
½1 þ εSðtÞ
τn
τP

ð4bÞ

here N(t) is the electrons carrier density (cm  3); I(t)/qV is the total
injected electron rate (amp col  1 cm  3); V is the active layer
volume (cm3); τn is the carrier life time (s); g0 is the differential
gain coefﬁcient (cm2); Nt is carrier density at transparency (cm  3);
S(t) is the photon density (cm  3); ε is the gain compression
coefﬁcient (cm3); Γ is the optical mode conﬁnement factor; β is
the spontaneous emission factor; and τp is the photon life time (s).

4. Results and discussion
In this work investigations have been carried out on the four
basic afore mentioned IM-DD system models for studying their
spectral behavioural characteristics. Additionally these models
have been used to study the sensitivity of Clipping mechanism
and RIN Spectrum to changes in key operational and system device
parameters and to study their impact on HD and IMD mechanisms.
4.1. Spectral response of IM-DD system models
The spectral displays of the four systems models described
above are shown in Fig. 2(a)–(e). RF spectrum display of four basic
IM-DD system models devised reveals distinct unique characteristics in the spectral domain that can be associated with the
various impairment mechanisms inﬂuencing the respective system. A single carrier of 1.5 au and at frequency of 500 MHz is fed to
Clipping Disabled-RIN Disabled system designed as per speciﬁcations in Table 1(a). The resulting spectrum of Fig. 2(a) shows HD
induced components while IMD, clipping and RIN inﬂuence are
absent from the spectrum. The power of these harmonics becomes
insigniﬁcant at higher spectral position on the spectrum. On the
contrary, in the same system of Table 1(a), when two subcarriers at
500 and 525 MHz frequencies mix in the nonlinear laser source
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Fig. 2. RF spectrum display of four basic IM-DD models; (a) single-tone clipping disabled-RIN disabled system where A ¼ 1.5 au; Ibias ¼ 50 mA; (b) two-tone clipping disabledRIN disabled system where A ¼0.25 au; Ibias ¼ 50 mA; (c) two-tone clipping enabled–RIN disabled where A ¼ 1.5 au; Ibias ¼38 mA; (d) two-tone clipping disabled-RIN enabled
system where A ¼1.5 au; Ibias ¼ 50 mA; (e) two-tone clipping enabled–RIN enabled system where A ¼ 1.5 au; Ibias ¼38 mA.
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Table 1
The parameter values used for designing (a) clipping disabled-RIN disabled, (b)
clipping enabled–RIN disabled, (c) clipping disabled-RIN enabled, and (d) clipping
enabled–RIN enabled IM-DD system models.
Parameter name

Parameter value

Modulation peak current (Ipk)
Laser quantum efﬁciency
Laser active layer volume (V)

3.8 mA
0.4
1.5E  10 cm3
1E  009 s

Laser carrier life time (τn)

Laser photon life time (τp)

3E  012 s

3E  005
Laser spontaneous emission factor (β)
Laser gain compression coefﬁcient ( A )
1E  017 cm3
Transparency carrier density (Nt)
1E þ018 cm-3
(a) Clipping disabled-RIN disabled system model
Single-tone carrier amplitude (A)
1.5 a.u
Two-tone carrier amplitude (A)
0.25 a.u
Bias current (Ibias)
50 mA
Clipping mechanism disabled
(A)(Ipk) less than (Ibias–Ith)
RIN in laser
Disabled
(b) Clipping enabled–RIN disabled system model
Two-tone carrier amplitude (A)
1.5 au
Bias current (Ibias)
38 mA
Clipping mechanism enabled
(A) (Ipk) greater than (Ibias–Ith)
RIN in laser
Disabled
(c) Clipping disabled-RIN enabled system model
Two-tone carrier amplitude (A)
1.5 au
Bias current (Ibias)
50 mA
Clipping mechanism disabled
(A) (Ipk) less than (Ibias–Ith)
RIN in laser
Enabled
(d) Clipping enabled–RIN enabled system model
Two-tone carrier amplitude (A)
1.5 au
Bias current (Ibias)
38 mA
Clipping mechanism enabled
(A) (Ipk) greater than (Ibias–Ith)
RIN in laser
Enabled

the resulting spectrum of detected signal shown in Fig. 2
(b) reveals the original carriers accompanied by clustered groups
of IMPs. The IMD induced components seen are the second-order
IMD components at 1000, 1025 and 1050 MHz; two-tone thirdorder IMD components at 1525 and 1550 MHz; triple-beat thirdorder IMD components at 2025, 2050, and 2075 MHz and harmonics of 500 and 525 MHz. Again here spectrum does not show any
inﬂuence of clipping and RIN mechanisms while HD mechanism is
suppressed due to small carrier amplitude. In a two-tone clipping
enabled–RIN disabled IM-DD system developed as per the speciﬁcations of Table 1(b), clipping mechanism is enforced because the
product of A and Ipk exceeds the difference between Ibias and Ith.
The corresponding RF spectrum analyzer display of Fig. 2(c) shows
a peculiar clipping induced spectrum spillover or spectrum spread
of the IMPs and their harmonics, when the laser is operated close
to the clipping threshold limit. The spectrum in Fig. 2(d) of a
Clipping Disabled-RIN Enabled system model based on speciﬁcations given in Table 1(c) shows the inﬂuence of RIN mechanism
originating at the laser as a RIN induced spectrum with a typical
RIN peak. Also HD and IMD mechanisms are induced in such a
system when two subcarriers of amplitude 1.5 au pass through the
nonlinear laser generating their harmonics and IMPs due to their
mixing. The harmonics and IMPs are clearly observable riding atop
the RIN spectrum. The RIN peaks at the resonant frequency. The
spectrum of Fig. 2(e) based on the system model speciﬁed in
Table 1(d) is similar to Fig. 2(d) as it also shows the RIN induced
spectrum with the Harmonics and IMPs. However since in this
system clipping is enabled thus the clipping induced spectrum
spillover of the harmonics and IMPs is observed riding on top of
the RIN spectrum. Further as this is the spectrum of a clipping
enabled and RIN enabled IM-DD system, the different non linearity
mechanisms will be highly empowered. Thus the increase in the
noise ﬂoor.

4.2. Clipping induced performance degradation
The response of the clipping induced distortions in a clipping
enabled–RIN disabled system has been investigated with respect
to modulation peak current, laser bias current, laser quantum
efﬁciency, laser active layer volume and carrier life time. In the
following case studies carrier amplitude A and Ipk are equal to
0.25 au and 40 mA respectively and the other parameters used are
as listed in Table 1(b). Clipping distortion results in the broadening
of the linewidth which cause spectrum spillover as observed in the
spectrum displayed in Fig. 2(c).
The clipping induced linewidth broadening is referred to as the
clipping induced RF spectrum spread in this paper which is
measured by monitoring the spectral position of a clipping induced
distortion component by setting the bound to a reduced power of
about  97 dBm [3]. Higher the spectral position of such a distortion
component, more prominent will be the clipping induced spillover.
The trends exhibited by results so obtained are a close approximation to the clipping induced full width half maximum (FWHM)
linewidth measurements.
4.2.1. Clipping response to modulation peak current
A clipping enabled–RIN disabled system has been made clipping dominant by suppressing HD and IMD mechanisms by using
a single carrier of a low amplitude equal to 0.25 au The response of
clipping mechanism is observed with respect to Ipeak over a range
18.17 to 40 mA in Fig. 3. Over this range product of A and Ipk
exceeds the difference offset of 4.54 mA between Ibias and Ith. The
observations made show a direct relationship between the clipping induced RF spectrum spread and the input modulation peak

Fig. 3. Clipping induced RF spectrum spread vs. Ipk over range 18 to 40 mA.

Fig. 4. Clipping induced RF spectrum spread vs. Ibias range from 38 to 100 mA.
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4.2.3. Clipping response to laser quantum efﬁciency
Clipping response to changes in laser quantum efﬁciency is
shown in Fig. 5 when the laser quantum efﬁciency is varied from
0 to 1. The RF spectrum spreads out gradually with rise in quantum
efﬁciency. It is also observed that an increase in spectrum spillover
of just 9 GHz occurs over quantum efﬁciency range of 0.11 to 1.0,
whereas from 0.4 to 0.65 spillover remains constant around
30 GHz. These results reveal a low sensitivity of clipping mechanism to changes in quantum efﬁciency.

Fig. 5. Clipping induced RF spectrum spread against quantum efﬁciency range
0 to 1.

4.2.4. Clipping response to laser active layer volume
The results of RF spectrum spread with respect to laser active
layer volume are plotted in Fig. 6 which shows a sharp rise in the
spillover observed with increase in active layer volume over range
5E  11 to 1.555E  10 cm3. Over this range the system suffers a
minimum spillover of about 2 GHz to a maximum of about 30 GHz.

Fig. 6. Clipping induced RF spectrum spread against active layer volume range
5E  11 to 1.555E  10 cm3 and minimum spillover of about 1.5 GHz to a maximum
of about 30 GHz.

4.2.5. Clipping response to laser carrier lifetime
The results are plotted in Fig. 7 between clipping induced RF
spectrum spread and laser carrier life time. The spectrum spread
bears a sharp inverse relationship to the laser carrier lifetime. Over
the carrier lifetime range from 1.109E  09 to 1.56E  09 s. the
spillover decreases sharply from maximum of about 27 GHz till
it remains constant around 5 GHz exhibiting a negative slope
gradient. In the laser rate Eq. (4b), carrier depletion rate due to
spontaneous emission is governed by N(t)/carrier life time. At low
carrier life time the spontaneous emission is a dominant mechanism due to high recombination coefﬁcients and hence the threshold current, which is dependent on laser physical parameters,
assumes values close to the ﬁxed laser bias current, thereby
leading to clipping enhancement. Thus the broadened RF spectrum spread is attributed to clipping enhancement that would
result in materials with small carrier life time. On the contrary, for
materials with large carrier life time the recombination coefﬁcient
is low thereby rendering stimulated emission as the dominant
mechanism. The threshold current is effectively reduced to lower
power levels than the bias current. This reduces the inﬂuence of
clipping and hence the RF spectrum spread also reduces till
reasonable immunity towards clipping is achieved at high carrier
life time.

4.3. RIN induced performance degradation
Fig. 7. Clipping induced RF spectrum spread against carrier lifetime range 8.889E 
10 to 2E  9 s.

current (Ipk). The clipping induced spectrum spreads out gradually
from about 14 GHz at 18.17 mA to 28.07 GHz at 35.5 mA.

4.2.2. Clipping response to laser bias current
Subsequently the experiment is repeated with respect to
changes in Ibias varied from 38 to 100 mA and results are shown
in Fig. 4. The system remains clipping enabled over Ibias range of 38
to 43.4 mA and above this current value the laser operation shifts
well above the clipping threshold limit. The spectrum spillover
reduces sharply from 30 GHz at a bias current of 38 mA to around
16.69 GHz at about 43.4 mA in the clipping enabled system. With
further increase in laser bias current the clipping is overcome and
clipping induced RF spread reduced around 0 GHz. The results
here show an inverse dependence of clipping induced RF spread
on the laser bias current with a steep slope gradient.

To investigate the inﬂuence of laser originating RIN on an IMDD system, the Clipping Disabled-RIN Enabled system of Table 1
(c) was simulated with a single carrier selected of small carrier
amplitude equal to 0.001 au so that the system is not inﬂuenced by
HD and IMD. The RIN induced spectrum, its peak amplitude and its
spectral width is studied with respect to changes in carrier
amplitude, laser bias current, laser quantum efﬁciency, laser active
layer volume and carrier lifetime. The RIN spectral width is a
measure of RIN induced linewidth broadening adopted in this
paper by monitoring the reduction in the spectrum power by
setting the bound to a reduced power of about  97 dBm [3]. The
measurements so obtained were observed to exhibit the same
trend in close agreement to FWHM linewidth measurements. The
RIN spectrum does not show any sensitivity to changes in carrier
amplitude and also RIN does not show any such curve that could
be interpreted with respect to carrier lifetime. The system has
been simulated to see the sensitivity of the IM-DD system towards
RIN inﬂicted degradation for all cases with a ﬁxed carrier life time
of 1.0 ns.
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Fig. 8. RIN (a) spectrum peak position; (b) spectrum peak power, and (c) spectral width; vs. laser bias current.

Fig. 9. RIN (a) spectrum peak position, (b) spectrum peak power, and (c) spectral width; vs. laser quantum efﬁciency.

Fig. 10. RIN (a) spectrum peak position, (b) spectrum peak power, and (c) spectral width vs. active layer volume.

4.3.1. RIN response to laser bias current
In the single-tone RIN dominated IM-DD system, Ibias is varied
from 38 to 68 mA. As RIN originates at the laser, changes in the
bias current ﬂowing through the source signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
RIN spectrum as shown in Fig. 8(a)–(c). These ﬁgures show a nonlinear direct dependence of RIN peak position and RIN spectral
width with respect to laser bias current whereas a non-linear
inverse dependence of RIN spectrum peak power on laser bias
current, respectively.

position of the RIN peak is completely insensitive to changes in
laser quantum efﬁciency as shown in Fig. 9(a) whereas Fig. 9
(b) and (c) show sensitivity of RIN mechanism to quantum
efﬁciency. The RIN spectrum peak power and its spectral width
bear a direct relationship with respect to laser quantum efﬁciency
which is linear in former and parabolic in latter. RIN spectral width
increases from 14.29 to 80.350 GHz and RIN spectrum peak power
increases from  68.84 to  51.961 dBm when observed over the
quantum efﬁciency range from 0.108 to 0.88.

4.3.2. RIN response to laser quantum efﬁciency
For the one carrier IM-DD system when the laser is biased at
38 mA the RIN peak appears at 2 GHz and the laser quantum
efﬁciency is varied from 0.0 to 1.0. It is observed that the spectral

4.3.3. RIN response to active layer volume
On varying laser active layer volume from 4.95E 11 to1.555E
10 cm3, the RIN spectrum peak position, its peak power and RIN

G. Qazi et al. / Optics Communications 319 (2014) 178–187

spectral width also changes as exhibited by Fig. 10(a)–(c). RIN peak
position decreases sharply from 8.19 GHz at an active layer volume of
4.9E 11 cm3 to 1.60 GHz at an active layer volume of 1.54E 10 cm3.
RIN spectrum peak power increases sharply from 75.13 dBm at an
active layer volume of 4.9E11 cm3 to  57.53 dBm at 1.54E 10 cm3.
RIN spectrum spread is 60.45 GHz, then increases to 63.07 GHz and
reduces to 36.21 GHz at active layer volumes equal to 4.9E11,
9.23E 11 and 1.54E 10 cm3, respectively.
On the basis of either theory [21] or measurements made in
this paper, the threshold current increases with increase in the
active layer volume. This indicates a RIN enhancement due to an
increase in spontaneous emission as active layer volume increases.
This RIN enhancement is reﬂected in the elevation of the RIN
spectrum peak power where spontaneous emission is the predominant mechanism for large threshold current at large values of
active layer volume as shown in Fig. 10(b) and a corresponding
reduction in spectrum spread is observed as in Fig. 10(c). However
a slight enhancement in spectrum spread for active layer volume
less than 9.2E  11 cm3 may be attributed to optical mode spillover
phenomena that effectively increase the active layer volume more
than the actual physical volume [21].
4.4. Comparison of the basic IM-DD system models
The most signiﬁcant components appearing on RF spectrum are
the detected carriers f1 and f2, IMP-1025, HD–IMP-1000 and HD1050 MHz besides many other less signiﬁcant components. The
present section aims to observe the inﬂuence of laser quantum
efﬁciency, active layer volume and carrier life time on these
components in the four basic IMDD systems.
4.4.1. System response to laser quantum efﬁciency
The collective observation of the detected carriers and distortion components are shown in Fig. 11(a)–(d) with respect to
quantum efﬁciency ranging from 0 to 1. It is observed that with
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increase in quantum efﬁciency all the detected carriers as well as
the distortion components increase gradually with same gradient
in each case. Also the power level difference between detected
carriers and the distortion components is more pronounced in
clipping disabled than in clipping enabled systems which have
been realized by passing higher bias currents of order of 50 mA
through the laser.
4.4.2. System response to active layer volume
The detected carriers and distortion components are plotted in
Fig. 12(a)–(d) with respect to laser active layer volume varied from
5E  11 to 2.4E  10 cm3. It is observed that both IMD and HD
mechanisms are suppressed in lasers with small active layer
volume and for lasers with large active layer volume these
mechanisms are more pronounced till these achieve same power
level as that of detected carriers. The dependence of IMPs and HD
on active layer volume may be explained from the fact [21] that
the threshold current density reduces with reduction in active
layer volume so that the same carrier injection levels can be
obtained with smaller drive currents and also the internal quantum efﬁciency increases, and suppresses the nonlinearities.
Additionally the HD components and the IMPs are of lower
values in clipping disabled than in clipping enabled systems.
4.4.3. System response to laser carrier lifetime
With carrier lifetime varied from 8.842E 10 to 2E 09 s, the
detected carriers in each IM-DD system are plotted in Fig. 13(a)–(d). It
is observed that laser carrier life time value lower than 1.10E 09 s.
results in much reduced detected power level whereas above this
value detected carrier power level remains constant while distortion
power levels reduce. Here also lower values of the HD components
and IMPs are observed in clipping disabled than in clipping enabled
system models. The power of detected carriers and distortion
components have been noted in Table 2 at quantum efﬁciency equal
to 0.4, laser active layer volume equal to 1.5E 10 cm3 and the carrier

Fig. 11. Total power vs. quantum efﬁciency in case of (a) clipping enabled–RIN disabled, (b) clipping enabled–RIN enabled, (c) clipping disabled-RIN disabled, and (d) clipping
disabled-RIN enabled.
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Fig. 12. Total power vs. laser active layer volume in case of (a) clipping enabled–RIN disabled, (b) clipping enabled–RIN enabled, (c) clipping disabled-RIN disabled, and
(d) clipping disabled-RIN enabled.

Fig. 13. Total power vs. laser carrier life time in case of (a) clipping enabled–RIN disabled (b) clipping enabled–RIN enabled (c) clipping disabled-RIN disabled,
and (d) clipping disabled-RIN enabled.

lifetime 1E 9 s. The power difference δmax between detected
carriers and the highest distortion component IMP-1025 is also
noted in this table. The difference between detected carrier power
and the highest distortion component IMP-1025 MHz is 6.53, 4.36,
35.54 and 34.59 dB in the four systems, respectively.

5. Conclusion and future scope
In this paper four basic IM-DD system models devised reveals
distinct unique characteristics in the spectral domain that can be
associated with the various impairment mechanisms inﬂuencing
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Table 2
Power level of detected components in the four basic IM-DD systems.
Detected
component at
laser quantum
efﬁciency of 0.4

Clipping
enabled–RIN
disabled
(dBm)

Clipping
enabled–RIN
enabled
(dBm)

Clipping
disabled–RIN
disabled
(dBm)

Clipping
disabled–
RIN
enabled
(dBm)

Rx f1;f2
IMP-1025
HD, IMP-1000
HD-1050

 35.55
 42.08
 47.19
 47.19
6.53

 33.38
 37.74
 39.70
 41.24
4.36

 33.39
 68.93
 74.14
 73.60
35.54

 33.54
 68.13
 72.17
 72.17
34.59

δmax

the respective system. The behaviour of Clipping and RIN noise
mechanisms in the spectral domain as well, their impact on HD
and IMD mechanisms active in these models have been investigated. The response of Clipping and RIN to system signal and
device changes can be exploited in the direction of achieving
better system performance.
RF spectrum display shows HD components in a single-tone
clipping disabled-RIN disabled model, distinct IMP cluster group
created in two-tone clipping disabled-RIN disabled model, clipping induced spillover in a two-tone clipping enabled–RIN disabled model, typical RIN spectrum in a two-tone clipping
disabled-RIN enabled model and a RIN spectrum with clipping
induced spillover in a two-tone clipping enabled–RIN enabled
model, respectively. In a clipping enabled–RIN disabled system the
clipping induced spectrum spillover bears a direct and moderately
sensitive relationship with respect to modulation peak current and
laser quantum efﬁciency and direct and highly sensitive relationship with respect to laser active layer. On the other hand it bears
an inverse and highly sensitive relationship with respect to both
laser bias current and carrier life time. In a clipping disabled-RIN
enabled system the RIN spectrum does not show any sensitivity to
changes in carrier amplitude, implying that laser RIN does not
prove to be critical in selecting the modulation depth of the
subcarriers. The RIN spectrum peak position shows a direct and
moderately sensitive dependence on laser bias current, total
insensitivity to laser quantum efﬁciency and inverse and highly
sensitive dependence on laser active layer volume, respectively.
The RIN spectrum peak power shows an inverse, uneven and
moderately sensitive dependence on laser bias current and a direct
and highly sensitive dependence on both laser quantum efﬁciency
and laser active layer volume. The RIN spectrum width shows a
direct, uneven and moderately sensitive dependence on laser bias
current and quantum efﬁciency respectively and an inverse,
uneven and highly sensitive dependence on active layer volume.
Thus selection of higher bias current till permissible levels proves
to be favorable to increase the immunity of the IMDD system to
the negative inﬂuence of clipping and it would reasonably shift the
RIN spectrum away from the usually used subcarrier frequencies
in IMDD systems. However RIN spectrum will be spread over a
large range in frequency domain. Lasers with low quantum
efﬁciency are favorable for suppression of clipping and RIN
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induced distortion. With active layer volume there will exists a
tradeoff between clipping spillover and RIN related peak power on
one hand and RIN related peak position and spectral width on the
other hand. High carrier lifetime should be selected to reduce the
clipping spillover. However the ﬁnal selection of a particular
carrier life time has to take into account other factors dependent
on this parameter like the laser radiation recombination coefﬁcient and carrier diffusion lengths.
The comparative study based on these models reveals the
clipping enabled–RIN enabled system model as the worst case
IM-DD model with the least power gap between detected carriers
and distortion component and hence will suffer from maximum
negative inﬂuence of the prevalent distortion in the system. Also
the clipping disabled-RIN disabled is most favourable of the IMDD
systems with the widest power gap and hence would suffer least
from the negative inﬂuence of the distortion.
This work deals with the device linearity and noise requirements in a directly modulated IM-DD-SCM system models which
are under the inﬂuence of clipping, RIN and their impact on HD
and IMD mechanisms. This study would lead to simpliﬁcation in
terms of selecting a source, or operational characteristics and
administering the network. In future the four models so devised
can be further investigated analytically and their performance
under different modulation format studied.
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